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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes novel models of F0 contours and phone durations using Gaussian process regression and classification (GPR and GPC) for statistical parametric speech synthesis. Although the use of frame-based GPR has shown the effectiveness of spectral feature modeling in previous studies, the application of GPR to prosodic features, i.e., F0 and phone duration, was not investigated sufficiently because the kernel function was designed for phonetic information only. In this paper, therefore, we propose a kernel function available for multiple units such as syllables, moras, and accent phrases. The proposed kernel function is based on temporal acoustic events like the beginning of accent phrase and the relative position between the target frame and the event is utilized for the kernel function. Experimental results of objective and subjective tests show that the GPR/GPC-based F0 and duration modeling improves the prediction accuracy of acoustic features compared with HMM-based speech synthesis.

Index Terms— Statistical parametric speech synthesis, prosody, Gaussian process regression, Gaussian process classification, kernel function

1. INTRODUCTION

Statistical parametric speech synthesis developed in the last decade has shown great success. Especially, hidden Markov model (HMM) based speech synthesis [1] is a dominant approach to the statistical parametric speech synthesis, and has enabled not only generating smoothly changing speech parameters but also speaker and style adaptation because of its flexibility in terms model adaptation. However, the naturalness of synthetic speech generated from the HMM-based technique is not sufficient, and several novel approaches to statistical parametric speech synthesis have been proposed in recent years [2–6].

The use of Gaussian process regression (GPR) is one of such approaches to statistical parametric speech synthesis. Fernandez et al. [4] attempted to model F0 features of speech segments by GPR where the input features are the intermediate values of deep belief networks (DBNs) converted from phone contexts, and showed the effectiveness of using GPR. Another one is modeling of spectral features based on frame-based GPR [5], in which spectral parameters are generated directly for speech synthesis using GPR with frame-level context. It has been shown that the spectral distortion of GPR-based technique becomes smaller than the conventional HMM-based one. The improvement of synthetic spectral features is mainly contributed by a non-parametric nature of GPR, that is, the speech parameters are generated utilizing the characteristics of raw speech data as it is without parameterizing it with a limited number of model parameters. However, the frame-based GPR has applied to only the spectral features, and modeling and generation of prosodic features, such as fundamental frequency (F0) and duration, which affect crucially on naturalness of the synthetic speech, remain to be solved.

In this paper, we propose techniques for modeling and generating prosodic speech parameters, i.e., F0 and duration, based on Gaussian processes. We incorporate a new kernel function for frame-level context so as to cope with prosodic information such as accents. The new kernel function is based on the temporal acoustic events, i.e., the beginning of vocalic phones, the end of accent phrase, and the beginning of the sentence. Furthermore, we construct a speech synthesis system all based on Gaussian process regression/classification (GPR/GPC) and evaluate the performance of the system through objective and subjective tests.

2. FRAME-BASED ACOUSTIC FEATURE MODELING USING GPR

Let \( y_T \) and \( y_N \) be the acoustic feature sequences of test and training data respectively. The predictive distribution of synthetic parameter sequence \( y_T \) using a Gaussian process [5] is obtained by

\[
p(y_T|y_N) = \int p(y_T|f_T)p(f_T|y_N)df_T \tag{1}
\]

\[
p(f_T|y_N) = \int p(f_T|x_N)p(x_N|y_N)dx_N \tag{2}
\]

where \( f_T \) and \( f_N \) are latent function variables given by

\[
p(f_N, f_T) = N \left( \begin{bmatrix} f_N \\ f_T \end{bmatrix}; \begin{bmatrix} K_N^{PIC} & K_{NT}^{PIC} \\ K_{TN}^{PIC} & K_T^{PIC} \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} K_N^{PIC} & K_{NT}^{PIC} \\ K_{TN}^{PIC} & K_T^{PIC} \end{bmatrix} \right) \tag{3}
\]

\( K_N^{PIC}, K_{NT}^{PIC}, K_{TN}^{PIC} \) and \( K_T^{PIC} \) are kernel matrices that represent correlations of frames, whose elements are given by kernel function \( \kappa(x_m, x_n) \) for linguistic frame-level contexts \( x_m \) and \( x_n \), where \( m \) and \( n \) refer to frame indexes. These matrices may be represented by partially independent conditional (PIC) approximation [7] so that we can avoid infeasible computation of GPR. For the PIC approximation, all frames in training data are clustered into multiple blocks, where the assignment of frames into blocks is conducted on the basis of phone-level decision trees used in HMM-based speech synthesis. In GPR, the speech parameter is supposed to be the sum of the latent variable and Gaussian noise with power \( \sigma^2_T \), which is represented by

\[
p(y_T|f_T) = \prod_{t=1}^{T} N \left( y_t; f_t, \sigma_T^2 \right) . \tag{4}
\]
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3. SPEECH SYNTHESIS SYSTEM

In this study, we consider incorporating the frame-based GPR into the models of prosodic features. We propose voiced/unvoiced, F0, and duration models as follows:

**Voiced/unvoiced model:** Voiced/unvoiced flags are modeled by Gaussian process classification (GPC) [8], which is regarded as logistic regression of GPR. In GPC using sigmoid function $\sigma(f_i)$, the output feature $y$ is a binary value of $\{+1, -1\}$ and the distribution of $p(y_T)$ is given by

$$p(y_T|f_T) = \prod_{t=1}^{T} p(y_t|f_t) \tag{5}$$

$$p(y_t = +1|f_t) = \sigma(f_t). \tag{6}$$

Since we cannot obtain exact inference by GPC, we employ Laplace approximation to the posterior $p(f_T|y_T)$ in Eq. (2).

**F0 model:** Since F0 values are not observed in unvoiced frames, we consider generating speech parameters from the predictive distributions obtained by GPR/GPC on unvoiced phones. When synthesizing, we first generate phone durations and then create F0 contours, it is important to use multiple scales. Various studies on HMM-based speech synthesis have shown that the positions of syllables, moras, and phrases are effective for modeling. In addition, Fujisaki model [11], a generative F0 contour model, utilizes syllables, moras, and phrases as effective units. More precisely, weights are used to emphasize the effect of phones that are close to the current frame and are therefore dependent on relative position $p_n$.

4. FRAME CONTEXT AND KERNEL FUNCTION FOR PROSODIC INFORMATION

4.1. Conventional kernel function for phonetic information

In the previous work [10], we used the following kernel function for spectral feature modeling:

$$\kappa(x_m, x_n) = \sum_{w=1}^{+1} \sum_{n=1}^{+1} \left[ w_m(w_n) w_n(w) \right] \kappa_{p} (p_m^{(w)}, p_n^{(w)}) \kappa_{c} (c_m^{(w)}, c_n^{(w)}) + \delta_{mn} \theta^2_{\text{floor}} \tag{7}$$

where $\kappa_{p} (\cdot)$ is a position kernel which represents the similarity of frame positions and $\kappa_{c} (\cdot)$ is a phone context kernel which represents the similarity of phonetic features. The term $\delta_{mn} \theta^2_{\text{floor}}$ is used to keep the kernel function positive definite. The input feature $x_n$ of nth frame, which is named frame context, is given by

$$x_n = (p_n, c_n, w_n), \quad p_n = (p_n^{(-1)}, p_n^{(0)}, p_n^{(+1)})$$

$$c_n = (c_n^{(-1)}, c_n^{(0)}, c_n^{(+1)}), \quad w_n = (w_n^{(-1)}, w_n^{(0)}, w_n^{(+1)}). \tag{8}$$

Table 1. Temporal events used for frame context. The scales marked by "*" are not used for the duration model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>{beginning, end} of {vocalic, high, low, anterior, back, coronal, plosive, affricative, continuant, voiced, nasal, semi-vowel, silent} phoneme</td>
<td>phone-normalized scale, time*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mora</td>
<td>{beginning, end} of high/low mora</td>
<td>{mora, accent phrase} - normalized scale, time*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breath group</td>
<td>{beginning, end} of breath group</td>
<td>{mora, accent phrase} - normalized scale, time*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence</td>
<td>{beginning, end} of sentence</td>
<td>{mora, accent phrase, breath group, sentence} - normalized scale, time*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, the superscripts $(-1)$, $(0)$, and $(+1)$ correspond to the preceding, current, and succeeding phones, and $p_n$, $c_n$, and $w_n$ are relative positions in the phone, phone contexts, and weights, respectively. Weights are used to emphasize the effect of phones that are closer to the current frame and are therefore dependent on relative position $p_n$.

4.2. Frame context based on temporal events

The relative position in phones was solely used as the frame position information in the previous work [10]. However, in order to model F0 contours, it is important to use multiple scales. Various studies on HMM-based speech synthesis have shown that the positions of syllables, moras, and phrases are effective for modeling. In addition, Fujisaki model [11], a generative F0 contour model, utilizes time scale as an input feature. On the basis of this consideration, we define a new frame context as follows:

$$x_n = (x_n^1, \ldots, x_n^K), \quad x_{n,k} = (p_{n,k}, c_{n,k})$$

$$p_{n,k} = (p_{n,k}^{(-1)}, p_{n,k}^{(0)}, p_{n,k}^{(+1)}), \quad c_{n,k} = (c_{n,k}^{(-1)}, c_{n,k}^{(0)}, c_{n,k}^{(+1)}). \tag{9}$$

A major difference from the conventional frame context is the use of an array of partial frame context $(x_{n,1}, \ldots, x_{n,K})$, where $k = (1, \ldots, K)$ indexes different temporal events such as the beginning of vowel, the end of accent nuclear mora, and the beginning of sentence.

Table 1 shows the list of temporal events defined for Japanese speech synthesis. The events are defined in multiple units. Moreover, multiple scales used for the relative position vector $p_{n,k}^{(w)}$ are defined individually for each unit. Phone-normalized and mora-normalized scales represent the lengths of phones and moras are normalized to 1, respectively. By incorporating these scales, we can re-
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Fig. 1. Outline of parametric speech synthesis using GPR/GPC.

Fig. 2. Example of kernel matrices using events, for the segment that includes 3 accent phrases (APs) and 17 moras. Both red- and yellow-colored moras represent high ones, while red-colored moras are accent nuclear ones.

guard the similarity of mora-normalized position from the beginning of an accent phrase as that of the mora position in the accent phrase.

In Eq. (9), \( c_{m,k}^{(u)} \) is an event feature represented by a binary value of \{ +1, -1 \}. The binary values for phone unit events represent distinctive phonetic feature [12] and those for mora unit events correspond to high/low tones.

In this study, the proposed frame context is used in common for all models shown in Fig. 1 including the spectral feature model. However the time scale in Table 1 is not used for the duration model because it is unknown information when phone durations are predicted.

4.3. Kernel function for the proposed frame context

We define a kernel function for the new frame context considering prosodic information as follows.

\[
\kappa (x_m, x_n) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \theta_{m,k}^{(u)} \kappa_k (x_m, x_n) + \delta_m \theta_{m,0}^{(u)}
\] (10)

\[
\kappa_k (x_m, x_n) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{u=-1}^{+1} \sum_{v=-1}^{+1} w \left( p_{m,k}^{(u)} \right) w \left( p_{n,k}^{(v)} \right) \kappa_p \left( p_{m,k}^{(u)} \cdot p_{n,k}^{(v)} \right) \kappa_e \left( c_{m,k}^{(u)} \cdot c_{n,k}^{(v)} \right)
\] (11)

where \( \theta_{m,k}^{(u)} \) is a kernel parameter that represents the relevance of partial kernel function \( \kappa_k (x_{m,k}, x_{n,k}) \). \( w ( \cdot ) \) is a weight function used to emphasize the effect of closer events to the current frame, and given by

\[
w \left( p_{m,k}^{(u)} \right) = \exp \left( - \left( p_{m,k}^{(u)} \right)^T \Theta_{m,k}^{-1} p_{n,k}^{(u)} \right).
\] (12)

We define position kernel \( \kappa_p ( \cdot ) \) and event feature kernel \( \kappa_e ( \cdot ) \), which corresponds to phone context kernel, as follows:

\[
\kappa_p \left( p_{m,k}^{(u)} \cdot p_{n,k}^{(v)} \right) = \exp \left( - \left( p_{m,k}^{(u)} - p_{n,k}^{(v)} \right)^T \Theta_{m,k}^{-1} \left( p_{m,k}^{(u)} - p_{n,k}^{(v)} \right) \right)
\] (13)

\[
\kappa_e \left( c_{m,k}^{(u)} \cdot c_{n,k}^{(v)} \right) = c_{m,k}^{(u)} \cdot c_{n,k}^{(v)}.
\] (14)

Kernel parameters \( \theta_{m,k}^{(u)}, \theta_{m,0}^{(u)}, \Theta_{m,k}^{-1}, \Theta_{w,k}^{-1}, \) and \( \Theta_{b,k}^{-1} \) are automatically optimized by EM-based hyperparameter optimization algorithm [9], and thus we can choose appropriate events and their scales for training data.

Figure 2 shows an example of kernel matrices using events of different units, where the input sequence has 17 moras in 3 accent phrases. We picked up the beginning of high/low mora from the mora-unit events and the beginning of accent nuclear mora from the accent-phrase-unit ones. It is seen from the figure that the accent-phrase-unit event represents the frame relationships with a longer scale than the mora-unit event. We expect that the use of multiple units enables modeling of additional structure of F0 contours effectively.

5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Experimental conditions

We used speech data of one male (MMY) and one female (FKS) included in ATR Japanese speech database set B [13] for evaluations. We chose 450 sentences for training and used the remaining 53 sentences as test data. Speech signals were sampled at a rate of 16kHz, and the frame shift used for feature extraction was 5ms. The spectral envelope, F0, and aperiodicity were extracted by STRAIGHT [14], and 0-39th mel-cepstral coefficients, log F0, and five-band aperiodicity feature were used as acoustic feature vectors, where the feature value was normalized to zero mean and unit variance in each dimension. The number of temporal events, kernel function parameters and
input features were 25, 112, and 205 for the duration model, and 38, 227, and 397 for the other models of frame-level acoustic features, respectively.

Two parameters of PIC approximation [7], the number of pseudo data set frames and the maximum number of frames in each block, were both set to 1024. The parameters of the kernel function were optimized by EM-based method [9], where 50 sentences included in the training data set were used for the optimization and the number of iterations for the EM-based method was five. The optimization was performed individually for each model.

The acoustic feature vector used to train HMM-based decision tree for PIC approximation included delta and delta-delta parameters. HMM topology was 5-state hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) with single mixture and a diagonal covariance matrix. Context set consisted of the information of phone, mora, accent phrase, breath group, and sentence length. We employed the decision trees of mel-cepstrum, log F0, and phone duration for the voiced/unvoiced, F0, and duration models, respectively.

The HMM-based speech synthesis was used as a conventional technique. The model settings and acoustic feature vector were the same as that used for HMM-based decision tree for PIC approximation. The minimum description length (MDL) criterion [15] was used for constructing decision trees. Note that the HMM-based system used the dynamic features for speech parameter generation whereas the proposed GPR-based system did not.

5.2. Results

To evaluate the accuracy and reproducibility of the proposed method, we calculated acoustic distortions between original and synthetic speech. Table 2 shows the accuracy of voiced/unvoiced prediction by F-scores, and Table 3 shows the RMS errors of log F0 and phone duration between original and synthetic speech. As can be seen from Tables, the proposed method had higher accuracy and smaller distortions than conventional HMM-based speech synthesis.

Then, to evaluate the perceptual naturalness of synthetic speech, we conducted a paired comparison test on naturalness. Ten sentences were randomly chosen from the 53 test sentences for each of the participants and for each speaker. Eight participants were asked which synthetic speech was more natural. Figure 3 shows the result of the paired comparison test. We see that the proposed method outperformed the conventional one, and the difference of the scores was significant at the 5% significance level.

In addition, we show examples of F0 contours generated by the HMM-based and GPR/GPC-based speech synthesis of the same sentence in Fig. 4. It is seen that the F0 contour generated by HMM had larger distortions than that by GPR/GPC around 1.1 sec. Such difference can be considered as the main cause of the decrease of acoustic distortion.

6. Discussion

We showed that the proposed method using GPR and GPC outperformed the HMM-based one throughout the evaluations. However, the difference of perceptual naturalness was relatively small compared with the decrease of acoustic distortions, although the improvement of spectral feature modeling using GPR was significant [5, 9].

A possible reason is phone-based block assignment in the PIC approximation. Although an F0 contour is generally smooth in an accent phrase, the predictive F0 mean sequence is not smooth between at the boundaries of phones whose blocks are different. This results in discontinuous oscillations, which cause unnaturalness, as shown around 3.5 sec of the F0 contour generated by GPR/GPC in Fig. 4. Another possible reason is phone-based decision tree clustering, which does not directly model supra-segmental features such as shapes of F0 contours. That is, the performance of modeling of the F0 contour shape depends on that of clustering rather than GPR.

7. Conclusions

This paper investigated the effectiveness of the use of Gaussian process regression and classification for voiced/unvoiced, F0, and phone duration models on statistical parametric speech synthesis. In order to enable the prosodic feature modeling, we defined the kernel function based on temporal events. The objective and subjective evaluation showed that the proposed technique is effective for voiced/unvoiced prediction and F0 and duration generation as well as spectral feature modeling. In future work, we will investigate appropriate block assignment in the PIC approximation, such as prosody-based decision trees instead of phone-based ones, to improve the naturalness of synthetic speech. Moreover, we should examine the performance of the proposed approach for the respective acoustic feature on the perceptual quality.
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